**Desk Top Table Front-Mounted Device**  
*(When the main work task is computer use)*  

**Ergotron WorkFit S**  
Height adjustable workstation moves the keyboard tray and monitor in one simple motion, allowing for changes in position between sitting and standing.

Click [here](#) to see a video demo

**Item Numbers for Ergotron Units**  
All model numbers below come with a work surface and large keyboard tray. Hyperlinks for specifications are indicated below.  

- **WorkFit S (single monitor, heavy duty) 33-351-200**, LCD weight capacity: 16-28 lbs.  
- **WorkFit S (dual monitor) 33-349-200**, LCD weight capacity: 6-12 lbs.  
- **WorkFit S (LCD & Laptop) 33-349-200** and **97-617** (must order both)

For self-install, instructions are located [here](#):  
(Note: During installation, ensure the keyboard tray and monitor travels the entire available range. The keyboard tray should lower to below desk height, and the monitor to eye height)

**WorkFit-S accessories**  

**Tall User Kits:** Convert WorkFit-S Workstations or other VESA mounts to reach the height requirements of taller users. Increases the distance between the keyboard and monitor to place the screen in a more comfortable position. See model numbers below.

- **For Single monitor 97-845**  
The Tall User Kit is only compatible with mounts where portrait/landscape adjustment is locked or is not present. Raises the monitor by 4” or 6”.

- **For Dual monitor 97-615**  
Raises the monitors between 1.75” -5”. Also upgrades a standard WorkFit Dual by adding up/down tilt adjustment.
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General Notes:
• Units should not be placed in the corner or where overhead shelves may impede the movement of the unit. If placed on the corner, both sides of the desk will limit keyboard tray movement.
• As the keyboard tray is 27” wide, ensure there is adequate clearance on either side of the tray.
• For employees over 6’2” refer to the Tall User Kits above.
• For Mac and Lenovo All in One users refer to the following link to explore Ergotron sit stand options, based on monitor type or model (Use Monitor Mounts Tool). (Note: Lenovo All-In-One computers weigh 21.5 pounds or more). If an adapter is required to mount a Mac monitor onto the Ergotron WorkFit S, contact Linwood Long from the Duke Computer Store at 919-684-8921 for assistance.
• When ordering:
  o Consult with your IT department to verify the monitor model, model number and dimensions to assist with determining which WorkFit S model or adapter is appropriate.
  o Contact the representatives listed below for questions on the product.
  o For technical questions, please contact the Ergotron technical support at 800-888-8458. Or refer to the Ergotron website for detailed information.

**Desk Top Standing Desk Converter**

**WorkFit-TX**

Out-of-the-box design gets you standing in minutes. Adjustable keyboard tray drops below desktop for seated work. Offers 17” of vertical height adjustment, plus 3” of keyboard adjustment. Large work surface is 32” wide by 27” deep. Requires minimum desk depth of 24”. [Model 33-467](#)

---

**Recommended Workfit-TX Accessories**

**Monitor Arm Kits:** Both kits offer 5” of height adjustment for proper ergonomic positioning of monitor(s)

- **Single LD monitor** [97-935-085](#)
- **Dual monitor** [97-934-085](#)

---

**Local Purchases of Ergotron WorkFit Sit/Stand Units**

**Duke Computer Store:** contact Clarence Morgan (919) 684-8956, camorgan@duke.edu or Quan Stevenson quantrez.stevenson@duke.edu for quotes

**Staples Advantage and Buy@Duke:** contact Allison Ayscue (919) 459- 8208, Allison.Ayscue@Staples.com (Will take a p-card or fund code.)
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Desk Top Table Rear-Mounted Device

Bodybilt Maestro Encore

Compatible with almost any desk or work surface, its impressive 18.5” height range provides an ideal sit-stand experience for nearly every user. The Maestro Encore has two 28” x 9” platforms, one for your keyboard and mouse, and one for other work necessities. It swings easily out of the way when not in use. Unit can be ordered in single or dual monitor version. Specify Maestro Encore when ordering for the dual platforms See Maestro Encore Cut and Spec sheets here

For more information:
Heather Sevier (919) 278-6734, Heather.Sevier@pmc.works
David Pruitt (336) 263-1098, dpruitt@alfredwilliams.com